In 
Introduction
In general, information overload can be characterized in two broad ways. Either knowledge workers are given more information than they can absorb [ l ] or when the information processing demands on an individual's time for performing interactions and internal calculations excecds the supply or capacity of time available for such processing [2] .
In either sense, information overload is not pleasing.
It creates undesirable effects on the lives of knowledge workers in the form of maladies, diminished mental capacity, reduced productivity and averseness to technology.
Spam emails represent one aspect of information overload. In a test by US Federal Trade Commission, 3,300 spain messages were received in 6 weeks after posting 250 email addresses on web pages, chat rooms, news groups and directories. The first spain arrived only after 9 minutes of the post [3] . The probability of a hypothesis H conditional on a given body of data E is the ratio of the unconditional probability of the conjunction of the hypothesis with the data to the unconditional probability of the data alone.
"The probability uf H coHditional on E is defined as Pp,(H) = P(H & E)/P(E), provided that both tenns of this ratro exist und PE) > 0. [9] Just 0 frequent terms) also change over time. Hence, the mles must be constantly tuned by thc user, which is time consuming, error-prone and costly in tenns OF time lost while trying to create rules. Need arises for a system that can automatically learn how to classiEy good e-maiIs from bad. addition to this algorithm. They are as follows.
Prescription

Example
database.
messagcs to train our database.
We extract ail the words, and count their frequency. Once again, we extract all the words, and assign probabilities based on the following set of rules.
. If the word is found in neither databank assign a probability of 0. and b is the frequency in spam corpus. So we get the following set of probabihties, for our message from mom. Now we choose n extremes which are the hrthest away from 0.5. For this example we can assume that n is 5, and hence we choose the keywords prescription, -your, visit, today, and when form Table 1 Now supposc that, this classification was correct, and we want it to learn from this classification.
Probabilities o f your and prescripiion change. Since, ' Cobmined frequency is the sum of number of times it occurred in the legitimate and spam corpus.
we have these words in both corpora, their probabilities will be calculated as follows 
5.
Yours occurs once in 4 Legitimate
Data Source
The data source represents the input. The source should be a source of text such as an article, or an email for that matter.
Splitting Engine
The splitting engine, tokenizes the text, into words passes those words onto the weight calculation engine.
Weight CaIculation
The weight calculation engine is responsible for analyzing and assigning weights. The engine first determines the total number of samples for each corpus. Then frequency for that particular token is obtained and a weight i s assigned as follows.
If the token is present in both corpora, then combine their relative frequencies using a -where a i s the relative frequency is desired a + b corpus, and b is the relative frequency in the uudesired C Q~~U S .
Otherwise, assign a weight of 0.1 if the instances of token occur onIy in the desired cocpus, and 0.9 if instances occur in the undesired corpus.
If instance occur in neither corpora, assign a default weight of 0.4.
Intelligent Decision Maker
Once all the tokens, have been assigned a weight, it is time to classify. A certain number of fop n tokens are the ones, which yield the maximum bias from 0.5. For example, top 10 or top 20 tokens whose weight is farthest from 0.5 are chosen. Then they are combined using Bayes rule, into one figure. A figure closer to 0 implies it is desired, and closer to 1 implies the selected text is undesired.
Training and Results
In order to train th2 filter, we collected personal spam from a generic email account. The overall average accuracy turns to be 96.79percent. Looking at this table, you will probably be perplexed by what on earth do we mean by "Min 1". Well this is a measure which controls how many keywords are used in classification. For instance, at any given time, frequencies range from 1 and onwards. We also ran the filter with some additional changes. For instance we ignored frequently occurring words during classification which seems to have a positive effect on the accuracy. The accuracy seemed to have notched up to 97percent. This also speeded up classification as frequently occurring words are skipped. 
